The Secret of
Nightglass Mountain

The Lair of Gul'zhul Blackhand
5. Gul’zhul’s Laboratory
This massive library is filled with books on necromancy
and surrounded by old apothecary tables littered with
twisted and crooked looking instruments. Potions brew on a
table next to a large metal table approximately 9 ft long
covered with a blood soaked sheet. Beneath the sheet rests
Blackhands most recent experiment made from the flesh of
multiple humans stretched across the gnarled frame of a
decrepit old troll skeleton. If the experiment is awakened
it will attack all moving creatures within the laboratory
until it is either subdued or destroyed.

Introduction – A wave of nearby villagers have been
disappearing recently, many have been seen visiting the
abandoned temple that was carved into the very
mountainside near the town of Courolempierre.

The Dragon-Ash Temple
1. The Sanctuary
The entrance to this sanctuary is a simple carved hole in
the side of Nightglass Mountain. Its black obsidian stone
covers the entire room causing the light of the candles
that line the walls to dance in reflective patterns within
the ink-like darkness along the walls. Tapestries decorate
this temple with colors that bleed down from red to white
as a symbol to remind everyone that all creatures of the
light inevitably die, but only those who embrace death,
while living, shall transcend their mortality. At the end of
the blood red carpet that lines the walkway runs a small
river separating the parishioners from the altar to
Vorgoth, the god of death.

6. The Undead Gauntlet
Zombie Servants feast upon prisoners as they leave their
cells. The gauntlet is an act of ritual only witnessed by
the highest priests of Vorgoth. Once four sacrifices have
been chosen, upon the night of the Harvest Moon, all four
cells are opened by the lever located in Gul’zhul’s
Laboratory. The High Priest observes from the upper
landing as the undead roaming in the lower chamber feast
upon the sacrifices in the Holding Cells. The first victim is
know as Vorgoths chosen and will be resurrected as an
undead to join the others in the gauntlet. The remains of
the other three sacrifices are then pulled to the
desecration chambers where their appendages are thrown
into the desecration pit to feed the Red River.

2. Fellowship Chamber
Behind the veil of the Vorgothian altar lies a single large
bronze ladder leading up a 5 ft. wall that only the most
loyal and worthy Blackhand Cultists may ascend. Within
this room the cult leaders gather and perform their vile
incantations during the twilight and afternoon mass.

The Blackhand Order
3. Red Reception Room
Each year followers who profess their loyalty to Gul’zhul
Blackhand in the name of Vorgoth are brought behind the
veil at the time of the final mass. They pass through the
fellowship hall, lead by the Cult Leaders, into the
reception area. These stone walls are all covered in a red
substance making the walls appear to bleed in a similar
fashion to the tapestries of the main sanctuary. Upon
completion of the dark rituals and swearing their fealty to
the Blackhand order, the river running in the long pit
recessed into the floor runs red with blood to represent
the blood of their enemies nourishing the farms in the town
below.

“Every harvest moon chanting can be heard
from the mountain and the river runs red
with blood.”
4. Desecration Chamber
This room assaults all senses of reasonable folk. Tables
littered with the remnants of flesh and organs, walls and
floors with trails of blood, and the fetid stench of death
emanating from the pit near the southern wall of this
chamber. Upon exploration it is learned that the remains of
the temples sacrifices are thrown into this pit to make the
river run red with blood after the last mass of the
Harvest moon.

7. Holding Cells
Each week leading up to the harvest moon a different
villager is captured and brought to these cells under the
cloak of night, until each chamber is filled with acceptable
sacrifices. The final sacrifice will be brought to their cell
three days prior to the harvest moon at which point the
three day mass begins. These 5ft. x 10ft. cells have 5 ft.
thick walls surrounding them to muffle the screams from
the cells and the surrounding gauntlet.

8. Blackhand’s Dormitory
This dormitory oddly bears no similarity to the wickedness
of the other adjoining halls. A small metal canary sits in a
lantern style cage in the corner singing out each time the
cultists chant is performed. It would appear that these
chambers were designed to mirror that of a young and kind
academician. Is it possible that this is the last remnant of
the kind child that later became Gul’zhul Blackhand?
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